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of emendations of Euripidean frag-
ments, in which the emendations of
the tetralogy are repeated. An inde-
pendent study in a province like this is
always of service to subsequent workers,
for, even if the immediate results are
inconsiderable, the necessity of healing
or defence is made clear. Some of
Mr. Walker's less ambitious proposals,
such as /u' r) fie pa for aXX' rjjiepa in
fr. 101 and TOI for TO in fr. 643, are
deserving of favourable consideration.
But while it should in fairness be
remembered that these comments were
written at a distance from any reference
library, it is regrettable that their
author did not seek an opportunity of
revising them later. Had it been other-
wise, some of the notes would assuredly
have been cancelled or modified. Such
are the objection to the absence of the
article with TT-XOUTO? in fr. 96, which is
actually idiomatic (Soph. O.C. 782,
fr. 188; Eur. Phoen. 495, etc.) ; the
preference of awr/per/iel to trvv^perei,
notwithstanding Lobeck on At. 1329;
and the strange remark on fr. 90 that
in Pollux ' the barbarous a>? orav <j>fj is

surely impossible.' As if quotations
were not regularly so introduced by all
kinds of writers, as I have pointed out
in A.J.P. XXXIII. 431. In the same
note he butts against received opinion
by saying: ' It remains to be proved
that rjvpov and the like are tragic' An
awkward slip is made in quoting fr. 885:
Aristophanes has dpovpcua? (not 6a~kacr-
aia<s). Again, did Mr. Walker examine
the context in Achilles before writing
his note on fr 861 ?

It must regretfully be added that
many of the alterations are altogether
unacceptable, and several of them occur
in passages which do not seem to have
been deeply corrupted: thus 248 OVK
eart 7revla<s lepov aio-^itrnj? 0eov becomes
01% ev TI "irevia*; irTepov, del o"^i<rrr] 8'
Hv 5 733 TravTes ' TO y&p XPe^v /teifav
fj TO firj xpea>v becomes iraine?, o T' dp'
'Axepiov nel^ov rj ToXfi' ?} %epGsv; and
864 7rat£w • /AeTaftoXa? yap irovcov del
<pi\w becomes Traifw fierdftoX', to? ypv
iroveiv del <f>i\(o. These examples have
not been sought out; they are genuinely
characteristic.

A. C. PEARSON.

THE SIXTH BOOK OF THE AENEID.

The Sixth Book of the Aeneid. Edited
by H. E. BUTLER, M.A., Professor of
Latin in the University of London.
Pp. viii + 288. Oxford: Blackwell,
1920. 12s. 6d.

THIS is the first attempt, and an
attempt long overdue, to bring within
reach of English students at least some
of the new knowledge of Vergil ac-
quired in the last twenty years and con-
tained, for example, in Norden's great
treatise on this book; and in Heinze's
thoughtful study of Vergils Epische
Technik. Besides these two there
have been the epoch-making essays of
Skutsch upon the Eclogues and earlier
poems; Sabbadini's Disegno primitivo
dell' Eneide (1900) and much scattered
work of the new Vergilian school in
this country which found an inspiring
leader in Dr. Warde Fowler.

As such an attempt, Professor Butler's
book will receive a cordial welcome,
both for the knowledge which it presents

and not less for the stimulus it will give
to the study of the Aeneid. He de-
scribes his own purpose modestly thus :

' It is to be hoped that this edition may serve
to throw fresh light on some of the many pro-
blems of the Sixth Aeneid, and that it may be
found to contain a considerable amount of infor-
mation not hitherto accessible in English edi-
tions. A formal commentary is, no doubt, a dry
way of presenting one's views. But it is in
many respects the most convenient form for
practical use.'

And this is the point of view from
which it is fair to judge the result. It
is a courageous effort to meet an urgent
need, not professing to be a finished
monument of scholarship. For how-
ever strongly Professor Butler's readers
may dissent from his views on par-
ticular passages, and whatever gaps
they may find in his knowledge of
Vergil, they will none the less accept
his book with gratitude as containing
the fruit of much fine study, and as an
indispensable companion to everyone
now teaching Latin in this country.
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Among examples of Professor Butler's
best work, I would put first his general
treatment of the Geography of the Under-
world, aeris in campis latis {e.g. on 11. 887
and 439), where he stoutly and (so far
as I may judge) rightly rejects Norden's
attempt to follow the interpretation of
some of the ancient scholars quoted by
Servius,identifying Vergil's Underworld
with the mystical division of the
Heavenly Spheres. ' It cannot be too
strongly insisted that the Heavenly
Spheres are not reached by going under-
ground ' (p. 180). My only regret is
that to this Professor Butler has added
no account of the suggestion made a
few years ago, I believe by Mr. J. G. C.
Anderson—though I may be accusing
him falsely1—that the idea of largior
aether and solem suum may have been
suggested to Vergil by the curious effect
on the eyesight of passing by torchlight
through a passage of such rock as that
in the road-tunnel between Naples and
Pozzuoli. When one comes out, all the
colours are different, and rather fainter
—if I may trust a recollection nearly
thirty years old.— but everything is
cleaner, and, as it were, stark-naked.

Typically good notes on smaller points
are those on Cybele (784), deus (749),
praepes (16), armentum (38), and on
ambiguous oracles (84). The note on
the Mistletoe (205) and on aura in the
preceding line, on Cerberus (417) and
on the Manes (743), all show wide
reading and careful judgment. So,
too, the notes on Misenus (149) and
Palinurus (338)2 and on the well-known
difficulty of the two lines 716-7 :

1 I have sought in vain for the source from
which I reported it in a speech published in
/ . Rom. Stud. III. p. 329).

* Confirmation of Professor Butler's point of
view on these episodes may be found in my
lecture on the Growth of the Underworld {New
Studies of a Great Inheritance, p. 112). Most
of this paper was published in 1913 in Essays
Presented to William Ridgeway, to which Pro-
fessor Butler refers, unless I am mistaken, only
on the question of the Ivory Gate, and then so
briefly as in effect to mis-state my point.

I regard that passage (893-8) as a way of
s u g g e s t i n g , but not of s t a t i n g , to the
reader that Vergil's account was even in his
eyes surrounded by mystery. I cannot for a
moment agree with Professor Butler's view that
such a suggestion is ' out of keeping with the
whole spirit of the book.' The solemn invoca-
tion of 11. 263-7, to which Professor Butler

has equidem memorare tibi atque ostenden v
coram •<._

iam pridem hanc prolem cupio enumerate }i
meorum,

where Heyne's and Nettleship's ac for
hanc is certainly, as Professor Butler
says, the only alternative to the suppo-
sition that Vergil left the passage in-
complete, and that it was stitched
together by Varius and Tucca as best
they could.

In more than one of these notes, and
especially in that on 743, Professor
Butler recognises (what I should call)
Vergil's constant and characteristic
way of transcending controversy by
avoiding the precision of prose state-
ment. ' Vergil was a poet, not a formal
theologian, and he used the vague and
more awful word Manes ' (not Genius).
And if only Professor Butler had
realised more fully the importance of
this principle throughout, he would
have escaped what, so far as I may
judge, are the most serious defects of
his commentary; and he would also
have seen, at least in essence, the
answer to a number of the problems
which he raises, but does not profess
to solve. Again and again in his com-
mentary, especially in his whole treat-
ment of the Plains of Mourning, he
asks plaintively for more information.
Why are so many romantic figures left
in this limbo with no more said about
them than that Minos will be their
judge ? Why Minos ? What legal
process does he follow ? Who are his
jurymen ? What sentence does he
pass upon the accused ? And again,
why does Vergil select only a certain
number of crimes, and only a certain
number of penalties ? And why does
he say no more about Pompey and
Julius Caesar than to pray them to
abandon Civil War ?

The truth is that there is no answer

appeals, only prays sit mihi fas audit a loqui,
not to expound a special and direct revelation.
Every one of the four lines hints at mystery and
ignorance (silentes, node tacentia, audita, cali-
gine mersas). This view is only, after all, a
modification of that of Servius ; and Professor
Butler admits that he can offer no other ex-
planation of the Ivory Gate; for he rejects the
view of Professor Everett, which I admit (I.e.
p. 135) as an additional point not in the least
inconsistent with my own.
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to these questions just because Vergil
intended there to be no answer. He
knew what, apparently, is hard for any
commentator to believe, that to pro-
nounce sentence on such cases as these
would be at once to forfeit his readers'
confidence, to desert poetry which must
teach by suggestion, for the dogmatic
kind of philosophy or theology which
teaches by assertion. Have these wise
critics ever asked themselves to what
length the Book must have been ex-
panded if their questions had been
answered in the narrative?

And above all poets, Vergil most
loved this method of silence, of opening
questions, and leaving them unclosed.
The Sixth Book even more than the
rest owes its hold upon the imagina-
tion of Europe to the way in which
Vergil's instinct shaped by almost life-
long1 reflection has guided him through a
maze of incredible and often gruesome
mythology, dwelling only on such parts
of the old-world pictures as he felt still
to have an ethical meaning, and quite
deliberately leaving on one side
problems which no mortal could answer
without stirring disbelief.

I must not pursue this tempting
theme, though I believe it to be of funda-
mental importance.2 On such ques-
tions, Professor Butler will reply that
he was aware of my view, but not
convinced of its truth. In passing to
points on which more than one view
can hardly be possible, a reviewer is in
sore straits because of the unevenness
of the different parts of the commentary.
The good is so good as to demand
notice of what is not.

In any new edition (and one ought to
be needed soon) it is greatly to be hoped
that Professor Butler will remove the
last traces of a certain superciliousness
in his attitude towards Vergil, which I
am quite sure that he would not on
reflection defend, since it is, in fact,
inconsistent with the general tone of
much that is admirable in his Intro-
duction (especially p. 18).

1 See The Youth of Vergil (Great Inheri-
tance, p. 86 f.; also p. 121).

* See further on this New Studies of a Great
Inheritance, pp. 36 ff., 122 ff., 164, 181. Also a
paper on Vergil in Classical Association ; Pro-
ceedings, 1906 (Manchester).

NO. CCLXXXIII. VOL. XXXV.

He tells us (p. 43) that Vergil's
books ' vary considerably in merit ' ;
that the last Six Books of the Aeneid
are not ' the most poetic portion '—a
criticism that makes one gasp. Evander,
the Shield, Euryalus, Pallas, Camilla,
all less poetic than Professor Butler
can conceive them! Again, Vergil is
admonished that his instances of the
exploits of Hercules ' might have been
better selected' (p. 248); that his deeply
felt and deliberate condemnation of
avarice as one of the major crimes (p.
208)' is a little surprising' (the surprise
is surely to see how dimly Professor
Butler has realised the last century of the
Republic); that the order (of the crimes)
' seems confused and the selection some-
what casual' (p. 15); but he is gra-
ciously pardoned for his double treat-
ment* of Theseus (11. 122 and 618) on
the ground that it 'may be no more
than a slip' (p. 44). This calm
assumption that the things which one
does not understand are due to some
fault on the part of the poet is funda-
mentally unscientific. Professor But-
ler's own experience of, difficulties that
have been explained ought to have
taught him to keep an open mind, not
to dismiss further inquiry by a gesture
of impatience.

A certain number of Professor Butler's
statements are demonstrably erroneous.
The worst of these do not directly
concern the Sixth Book, but they show
how impossible it is to expound that
Book properly without a sound know-
ledge of the rest of Vergil. The third
section of the Introduction (on the
composition of the Aeneid in relation
to Book VI.) consists often pages, which
are altogether inadequate. Of the four
points which the editor regards as
' crucial inconsistencies ' in the first Six
Books, only one contains a real diffi-
culty, and that difficulty he does not
explicitly mention—namely, the incon-
sistency between I. 755 and V. 626,
where the same phrase septima aestas is

* Before this criticism was printed, could not
its author have noted that the first mention
of Theseus is in a speech of Aeneas, who is
pleading every example he can find to justify
his own petition; and who, even so, as Servius
and Norden note, dares not do more than
mention him in passing ?

M
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used, though it is clear that Vergil in
his final conception of the story, meant
some years to have passed between
these two parts of it:

The rest of the first difficulty is dis-
solved as soon as it is pointed out that
at III . 708, Aeneas makes no mention
of the time that passed between his
first landing in Sicily and the death of
Anchises; and there is nothing to
prevent our assuming an interval of
years.

Another difficulty is no larger than
the familiar fact that the Sibyl herself
does not tell Aeneas what Helenas (III.
458) promised him she would do, but
hands him on to Anchises instead.

The third difficulty is the description
of the voyage from Drepanum to Italy
(VI. 338) as Libyco cursu, which is not
in fact untrue, since the voyage from
Sicily was part of their voyage from
Libya; any ship rounding Cape
Finisterre is ' on the West Coast route,'
though it may never go to the West
Coast of Africa.

The fourth difficulty consists wholly
in a mis-statement, though I am not
sure whether the oversight is Professor
Butler's alone. He strangely asserts
that in Book V. (1. 35) ' Acestes greets
the Trojans as though he had never
seen them before.' Any reader who
will take a little more trouble than
Professor Butler has done, and con-
tinue his reading just five lines further,
will find that Vergil tells us (1. 40) that
Acestes gratatur reduces—'welcomes
them back.' And this mare's nest is
solemnly paraded as a 'crucial incon-
sistency ' in Vergil himself!

A mis-statement (p. 147) about Pro-
fessor Skutsch (who is called Sktttsch) is
not less serious, because it seems to show
that Professor Butler cites a book which
he has either never read or completely
forgotten. Immediately after mention-
ing 'another Scylla, the daughter of
Nisus . . . identified with the monster
of the Mediterranean in Eclogue VI. 74,1
he refers to Skutsch's 'Aus Vergils
Friihzeit, p. 92'; so that the reader is
bound to infer that Skutsch is the
authority for an interpretation of that
line ot the Eclogue which Skutsch's
book was in fact written on purpose to
repudiate, and which Skutsch dis-

proved1 not merely with convincing
evidence, but with the most lively
eloquence. And the dogmatic way in
which Professor Butler dismisses the
fascinating problems connected with
the three Epyllia (Aristaeus, Proteus,
Orpheus), which make the present con-
clusion of the Fourth Book2 of the
Georgics (he speaks of them as a single
Epyllion) as having been written later
than the Sixth Book of the Aeneid,
shows how much he has to learn of
Vergil's earlier work and of the vigorous
discussion it has aroused in recent years.

Again in the note on Charon's fee in
1. 325, he is unaware of the point made,
I think, by Dr. Jane Harrison some thirty
years ago, that the notion that the coin
put in the mouth of a dead body in
Attica was intended as a fee for Charon
is purely Aristophanic, and receives no
support whatever from the evidence of
Greek Vases any more than it does
from Vergil.

In linguistic matters the book is
weak. No one, I suppose, need blame
a particular editor for not being trained
in the methods of modern Philology;
but then he ought not to write notes
involving philological questions; those
e.g. on lenibat (467), Proserpina
(127), viden ut (779) are full of
incorrect statements which it would
take a long time to dissect. Nor in
questions of Syntax is Professor
Butler's touch more sure. In a long
discussion of dantem (585), describing
the punishment of Salmoneus, he never
once refers to the peculiar use of the
present tense of this verb in Vergil with
a past meaning (e.g. A en. IX. 266), but
it is certainly a part of the problem;

1 I note with pleasure that Norden practically
adopts Skutsch's view (Aeneis Buck. VI. [ed. 2],
p. 124)-

2 Professor Butler follows more than one dis-
tinguished writer in speaking of the ' Fourth
Georgic' It is not a matter of great import-
ance ; but would these scholars like us to
describe, say, the Third Book of the Nicoma-
ckeans as 'Aristotle's Third Ethic'? The
question is not wholly pedantic; for to use
the name ' Georgic' in the (quite imaginary)
singular helps to rob it of what little meaning
the schoolboy or student may have been half-
persuaded by his teacher to attach to it. Most
schoolboys, I fancy, are left to connect the
name subconsciously with the Hanoverian
dynasty in this country.
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nor does he quote the closely similar
use of dum in Hor. Epist. 1. a. 61. In
the phrase nee plura his (408) it is
astonishing to find that he prefers to
take his as a dative, which would imply
that the speaker or speakers at once
proceeded to address someone else!
On 1. 411 he quotes at length without a
hint of doubt the queer stanza about
Cerberus with i t s ' caputeius atque' in full
as from Horace (III. n ) . More than
once we have the thoroughly mislead-
ing term 'Causal Subjunctive'; and a
note on the Indicative in Indirect
Questions (615) treats all Latin poetry
as on a level, apparently in ignorance
that the Indicative is the regular mood
in old Latin. Similarly his note on
duetts sortibus shows that he has no
conception of the frequency and idio-
matic character of the use of the -tus
participle in a present or timeless sense.

Generally speaking, the notes seem to
lack altogether a sense of chronology.
Inscriptions (e.g. on 11. 13 and 304) are
quoted from the C.I.L. as if it were an
author, without any indication of the
century (or even] of the place) to which
they belong; yet the Corpus represents
the Latin of nearly a thousand years
and in more local varieties than I
should care to enumerate. Partly for
this reason, many of the topographical
notes (though they seem to be based on
interesting information) are so obscure
as to be practically useless. It is
difficult to form from Professor Butler's
account any picture of the Sibyl's cave
at Cumae and the connected buildings;
it seems indeed that he does not know
himself in what condition the place
actually is now, since some of his
statements date from 1817.

His note on ingens (413) shows that he
has no knowledge of Dr. Mackail's im-
portant study of this characteristic word
(Classical Review, XXVI. (1912), p. 254).
And I have noticed no reference to any
of Dr. Warde Fowler's recent work.

The Index is not very full; Ciris,

Catullus, subjunctive, participle are among
the topics discussed in the notes which
are absent.

But I must cut short this unwelcome
part of my task, noting only that some
of the obscurities are due to the
numerous misprints.1 The proof-
reading has been very badly done, no
doubt mainly through the absence of
any properly qualified reader in the
printer's office.

If only Professor Butler had given as
much thought and care to the com-
mentary in general as he has given to
his best notes, the book would be very
good indeed.

R. S. CONWAY.

1 Some of the following list of minor faults
noted are errors rather than misprints, but it is
hard to draw the line. On 1.757 the note cites a
non-existent note on 1. 61 ; p. 19, ' the visit of
Aenetrf to the Underworld'; p. 36, footnote (last
word): what is 'cuit't P. 37, footnote, Reiffer-
scheid's suggestion, as quoted, in no way meets
the difficulty which Professor Butler states;
p. 79,' the use of uolo in prohibitions' is surely
a phantom? P. 86, two hyphens instead of
dashes make hay of the note on 1. 13; p. 90,
1. 20, what is Androgeonese? (The line meant
in Catullus is probably 77, not 67.) P. 90, the
n. on 1. 40 has lost (I imagine) an ' as ' in the
second line and, without it, is nonsense; p. 104
on 1. 92, what is ' insubidius'? P. 155 on 1. 309
read peedpois old re. On p. 156,1.312 (and else-
where) occurs the miserably ambiguous sign= ;
if it is used for ' meaning,' the statement is,
I think, incorrect; and so the strangely dog-
matic ' merely' on p. 160,1. 337 ; p. 161,1. 345,
ponto must go with incolumem, however the
Ablative be regarded; p. 172, 1. 434, occupat
Aeneas auditum (!); p. 198, 1. 555, Tisiphone
palla succincti (!) cruenta; pp. 203 and 210,
the well-known commentator Gossrau is twice
called 'Grossrau'; p. 203, the last line of the
Greek quotation—which presumably contained
its point—is gibberish as printed; p. 230, 1. 7:
what passage in Plato is referred to by
' II. cc.' ? P. 206, 1. 6: do ' them' and ' they'
refer to Ribbeck and Tantalus, who are the only
persons yet mentioned on the page, save Pindar
and Lucretius ? Presumably some sentence re-
ferring to Varius and Tucca (not mentioned in
the note as it stands) has vanished. But such
conjectural restorations ought not to be neces-
sary, and would not be, if the printer's reader
knew his business.


